
Emergency declared



"Firms ignoring the 
climate crisis, will 

go bankrupt"

Mark Carney, Bank of England



What is it all about?



The history of sustainability at Storebrand
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Decision to integrate 

sustainability in all funds

(2010)

Kyoto Protocol (2009) (2015)

(2017-2030)

(2005)

Next generation 

sustainability funds

- Global Solutions

- Green Bond Fund

- Plus fund family

Storebrand standard 

launched

(2005)d

Sustainability 

team established 

(1995)

Exclusions across 

life insurance

(2001)

UN Sustainable 

Development Goals
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Storebrand Asset Management Sustainability credentials
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External Asset Management 2020 SwedenExternal Asset Management 2020 Norway



Sustainability translated to 
asset management.. 

A preference for:

-well run

-cost conscious

-forward looking

companies that…

-have a positive impact 

-have a social license to operate

-can attract good talent



Sustainability

helps us 
make better 
investment 
decisions

Photo by Vladislav Babienko on Unsplash

complements 
existing 
analysis

Photo by YTCount on Unsplash

allows us to 
think long 
term about 
investments

Sustainability



Invest in solutions

Change through active ownership

Excluding companies

One strategy, three methods
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Storebrandstandarden – overview

~9% of MSCI World and ~9.5% of MSCI 

All Countries excluded per Q2-2020:
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"Sin stock"-alpha?

2008: 
significant

alpha

2017: no alpha 
when adjusted for 

factor exposure



Running index-tracker with exclusions
- 0,03% annual outperformance, net of fees, since 2005

Portfolio=Storebrand Global Indeks, Index= MSCI World TR (NOK)



Divestment vs Investment - the pros and cons

Pros of divestment

Cons of investmentCons of divestment

Pros of investment

• Irresponsible owners

• No formal voting right

• Not contributing to transition

• Irreversible

• Signalling effect

• Easy to understand

• No greenwash

• Reduce own risk

• Engagement for change in the real economy

• Broader support, established alliances

• Allows for a balanced approach, relevant across 

markets and clients

• Investment at risk

• Susceptible for greenwash

• Resource intensive (engagement)

• Proof of impact challenging



Our Investment Beliefs -
Climate

Divestment and engagement are both 

efficient tools for achieving a common goal –
decarbonising portfolios and changing 
the real economy

They can be a catalyst for change and 
increase the pace of transition

Funding new solutions is vital to achieve 
the challenges ahead



Revised strategy on climate - August 2020

Ambition
§ Target of net zero emissions from investments by 2050

Road Map
§ Adoption of IPCC 1,5 degrees scenario and sector targets

§ EU Taxonomy mapping and reporting

Actions
§ Stricter coal and oil sands exclusion criteria

§ Exclusion of companies that lobby actively against climate legislation

§ Intensified engagement on both fossil fuel producers (Oil and Gas) and 
Consumers (high emitting sectors)

§ Enhanced climate risk analyses in portfolio management



Revised strategy on climate - August 2020



Sustainable investments in Storebrand:
Different tools for different strategies

Sustainability

Higher ESG 
level

Fossil Free 
funds

Solution funds

ESG Enhanced

Invest more
Divest

Engagement
TE min

Full integration

Fossil Free
Integration

Invest more
Divest more

TE min

Whitelisted solutions

Fossil Free

Integration

Invest more
Divest more

High TE

Storebrand 
Standard

Low TE products

Divest 

Engagement
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The Global Goals for Sustainable Developments



The opportunity
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Estimated range of funding

needed for key SDG sectors

Existing funding for key SDG
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$5 trillions

$3.9 trillions

$1.4 trillions

Funding gap 
ranges from

$2.5 trillion

to $3.6 trillion



Solution Company Whitelist



The past 10 years

Photo by Jonathan Chng on UnsplashOriginal image by Simon Scarr, Marco Hernandez at REUTERS

4 trillion bottles

The plastic bottles sold 

worldwide since 2009 
would tower above New 

York’s Manhattan Island. 
Data from Euromonitor 
International shows that 

more than 480 billion of 
these bottles were sold last 

year alone. The 2018 
annual figure of almost 

482 billion is up more than 

50% since 2009. The pile 
visualised below is around 

2.4 km high and dwarfs 
the glittering skyscrapers 
of the Financial District at 

the tip of Lower 
Manhattan.



The solution



Investing in Solution-companies
- 2,20% annual outperformance, net of fees, since 2013

Portfolio=Storebrand Global Solutions, Index= MSCI All-Country, TR (NOK)





Develop Sustainability Benchmarks

Strengthen Sustainability 
Disclosure & Accounting

EU Action Plan on Sustainable Finance

Establish EU Sustainable Taxonomy

Create Standards and Labels

Foster Investment in Sustainable 
Projects

Incorporate Sustainability 
in Investment Advice
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Reorienting capital flows 
towards sustainable 
investment 

Source: European Commission: Action Plan on Financing Sustainable Growth (2018).

Integrate ESG in Ratings and Market 
Research

Clarify institutional investors 
and asset managers duties
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Incorporate sustainability in 
prudential requirements
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Foster Sustainable Corporate 
Governance
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Actions

Mainstreaming 
Sustainability into risk 
Management

2
Fostering transparency 
and long termism

3

Asset 
Managers' 
Disclosures

(SFDR)

Suitability
assessments
under MiFID
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Investment 
analysis

Company
Reporting
(NFRD)



To end on a positive note…

86%
are "very interested" 

or "interested" in 
sustainable investing

61%
have made at least one 
sustainable investment 
action in the last year

75%
think their investments can 
influence climate change

84%
think their investments can 

help fight poverty

According to Morgan Stanley, millennials 

are putting their money in sustainable 
investments at a rate that is 2x higher 

than average

With a $30 trillion wealth transfer 
coming to millennials in coming decades  
– this is not likely to stop anytime soon



Thank you


